Monday, 5 November 2018
08:30 - 09:00

Registration and Coffee

09:00 - 12:20

HIMSS CXO Regional Dialogue
A closed door and by-invitation only dialogue session that brings C-Suite leaders from the region and industry leaders to explore current
and future developments in health IT.
The HIMSS CXO Dialogue began in February 2018 in three major Australian cities: Melbourne, Sydney and Brisbane. It will travel to
Bangkok in May, Australia for the 2nd series in June (the 2nd series will build on conversations in Feb) and Singapore thereafter.
On 5th November 2018, top health and IT leaders from the region will gather and engage in candid discussions that will culminate with a
consolidated post-dialogue report. All attendees will receive a copy of this, and of past dialogue reports -- this dialogue is peer learning
at its finest among healthcare's best.
*Coffee break provided

09:00 - 09:15
09:15 - 10:15

Welcome Address
Harold (Hal) Wolf III, President & CEO, HIMSS
Dialogue
Harold (Hal) Wolf III, President & CEO, HIMSS
Dr. Charles Alessi, Chief Clinical Officer , HIMSS

10:15 - 10:20

Neil Patel, President, Healthbox, Executive Vice President, HIMSS, USA
Pascal Lardier, Vice President, International Talent & Content, HIMSS International
Sponsored Address by Networking Partner
Sponsored by

10:20 - 10:50

Networking Break
Sponsored by

10:50 - 12:20

12:20 - 12:30

Dialogue
Harold (Hal) Wolf III, President & CEO, HIMSS
Dr. Charles Alessi, Chief Clinical Officer , HIMSS
Neil Patel, President, Healthbox, Executive Vice President, HIMSS, USA
Pascal Lardier, Vice President, International Talent & Content, HIMSS International
Sponsored Address by Presenting Partner
Sponsored by:

12:30 - 14:00

Networking Lunch

12:30 - 14:00

CXO Luncheon
Sponsored by

14:00 - 16:00

CXO Luncheon

Sponsored by Industry Partner

HIMSS Executive Leadership Program
With healthcare seeing disruption at every turn with the introduction of trending technologies, health IT leaders are facing ever-growing
demands in an increasingly complex environment.
How should health IT executives be reinventing their leadership in the face of digital transformation? How must they work with peers and
technology partners to create the climate to lead through the disruption of new technologies, increasing innovation and transformational
change?
In this program, explore the challenges and opportunities for digital transformation and the implications for health IT leadership.

16:00 - 16:05

Sponsored Address by Networking Partner
Sponsored by

16:05 - 16:35

Networking Break
Sponsored by

16:35 - 17:30

HIMSS Analytics EMR Adoption Model (EMRAM) - The Single International Standard: What You Need to Know and How to
Prepare
Digital health is evolving rapidly and at HIMSS, we recognise the need to reflect these trends that we are seeing and ensure healthcare
organisations remain far ahead of the curve.
The EMRAM is a progressively sophisticated roadmap that enables quality, safety and operational efficiency for health systems and
providers. Together with healthcare and industry leaders, we have made changes to the EMRAM that reflect accurately our expectations
of the modern EMR environment. These changes are applicable to all healthcare organisations globally and of any maturity level.
Explore the EMRAM criteria in depth and learn about updates required to achieve digital maturity.

17:30 - 20:00

HIMSS-Elsevier Digital Healthcare Award 2018
Established in 2013, the HIMSS-Elsevier Digital Healthcare Award aims to recognise outstanding achievements and innovations in the
usage of health information and technology around the world. Running for the 6th consecutive year in Asia Pacific, the awards has
received over 120+ submissions from 80+ organisations.
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